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Nursing students are 90% female, often mature-age students who are still expected to carry most of the housework and childcare load while they study. Something has to give.
My partner or my degree: a choice that exposes how students battle gender inequity
At Southern Utah University. in Cedar City, provost Jon Anderson and president Scott Wyatt are shopping a bachelor’s degree at the bargain basement price of $9,000.
A public university bachelor’s degree for $9,000? They’re not kidding
Literary studies is paralyzed not because it has no compelling rationale, but because it is divided by two incompatible visions of its work: as artistic education and as moral education. For different ...
Are Humanities Professors Moral Experts?
Degrees of Freedom, which hoped to welcome hundreds of students to Marlboro starting this fall, is delaying its opening.
Degrees of Freedom opening put on hold
Agreements between financial institutions and schools to market to students have concerned regulators for years ...
Advocates say there’s an ‘unholy alliance’ between banks and colleges — and the feds should break it up
In this commentary piece, Walter Wendler and John Sharp look at the transformative effect excellent leadership can have on an institution ...
Wendler, Sharp: Leadership excellence and the pathway to transformation
After a far-flung debate that touched on everything from the Three-Fifths Compromise to the Holocaust, the House passed legislation Tuesday that would allow the state to punish school districts if a ...
State Could Withhold Funds From Schools Teaching Systemic Racism
What gave their (Kafka and Benjamin) criticism its bitter sharpness was not anti-Semitism as such…it was…the lying denial of the very existence of widespread anti-Semitism, of the isolation from ...
Art and Outrage are Inseparable! Making Culture in the Ruins
Birds and airplanes soar, horses gallop, purples meet yellows, cerulean blues tango with magenta in geometric patterns, foliate designs crash into damask.
Bisa Butler’s Worlds in Cut Cloth
China’s Ambassador to Cyprus, Liu Yantao answers the Cyprus Mail’s questions on issues ranging from relations between the two countries and health cooperation on the pandemic to Hong Kong and ...
China and Cyprus: building bilateral ties
Georgetown University will launch a liberal arts degree program this fall for ... He credits his success — and his freedom — to education. “I was taking every class available,” said ...
Georgetown University to introduce degree program for Maryland inmates
This should be an issue until the Democrats are shellacked at the polls for encouraging Americans to hate each other and hate their own country. And that's the "Angle". Joining me now Victor Davis ...
Anti-Asian hate crime increasing, left's interest decreasing
But even without ... 360-degree discrimination Various discourses operate in the university system with respect to various constituents of the university. The discourse of ‘academic freedom ...
The dalit teacher – facing a 360-degree discrimination
Miller’s important research made him the target of a rotten smear campaign by the Labour Party, falsely alleging anti-Semitism, and earned him the enmity of the pro-Israel lobby and parliamentary war ...
Attack on Bristol University Professor David Miller spearheads national anti-Semitism witch-hunt
Two organizations and three parents are suing the state over the law repealing CT's religious exemption from mandatory vaccinations.
Federal lawsuit takes on CT’s law ending religious exemptions for vaccines
Xiaohong Zhang of Fort Atkinson and Faisal Abdu'Allah of Madison among nine artists exploring identity and place.
Area artists reflect on their immigrant roots in 'Artists Without Borders'
Bernal said a state scholarship known as the Student Excellence Equals Degree program, or SEED, helped fund his community college education so he could kickstart that career. “I’m honestly graduating ...
Delaware SEED scholarship expansion could help hundreds more students
A truly international city and center of finance can’t crush the rule of law, and it can’t hold political prisoners.
Why is Chinese leader Xi Jinping so afraid of Hong Kong and Jimmy Lai?
Rep. Elise Stefanik (R-NY) has been signaling to GOP colleagues that she’s only aiming to serve one term in ...
Stefanik Is Telling GOP Colleagues She Only Aims To Hold House GOP Leadership Through 2022
But it would be a mistake to conclude, as some libertarians do, that we could or should think about political freedom without it ... But if lack of access to education, healthcare and so on ...
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